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Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path. &#151;Psalm 119:105  Scripture is your guide

to what matters most in life. If you're not familiar with it, Patrick Madrid's choice of 150 key verses

can ease you in. If you regularly read and pray with Scripture, these verses will provide you rich

food for thought. No matter what your situation, the Bible will help you evaluate the choices and

make the decisions that confront you every day. Either explicitly or implicitly, Scripture addresses all

of life's problems, worries, dangers, questions and uncertainties.  150 Bible Verses Every Catholic

Should Know offers you a window into Scripture revealing how God's eternal wisdom relates to your

life.
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One of God's greatest gifts to us is his word, inscribed through the ages to be held in our hearts as

a source of guidance. Through this book, Patrick Madrid provides us a practical, accessible

resource for spiritual development that will make a meaningful difference in our relationship with the

Lord and the people in our lives. 150 Bible Verses will help us to grow in faith and awareness of

God s presence in our world. --Cardinal Sean O Malley, O.F.M. Cap., Archdiocese of Boston

PATRICK MADRID is a best-selling author of a dozen books, including Does the Bible Really Say

That?, Search and Rescue and the acclaimed Surprised by Truth series. A popular presenter of

parish seminars on Catholic themes, he is the publisher of Envoy magazine and hosts the Thursday



edition of EWTNÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s &#147;Open LineÃ¢â‚¬Â• radio broadcast. Patrick and his wife, Nancy,

have been blessed with eleven happy and healthy children. They live in central Ohio.

This small book, the work of Catholic apologist Patrick Madrid is perfect for the person wanting to do

Lectio Divina but not sure what that looks like. Madrid has given us Scripture verses to enrich our

personal understanding of our Catholic faith at the same time adding his own reflections on the

meaning of the scriptural verses for daily living. A wonderful way to move into reading the Bible for

the novice as well as the biblical lover of the Word.

In my studies of the Bible and the Catholic Church, I am finding truth in the teachings of the Catholic

Church. This book gives many examples of those teachings and the scripture to back it up. Jesus

promised a church not a book. Matt.16:18. The Bible in 1 Timothy 3:15 calls the Catholic Church

"the pillar and foundation of truth." This is one of many examples of the Bible alone and faith alone

as not being found or justified by the Bible. I highly recommend this book.

I enjoyed reading it although not sure how these verses were selected. I thought it was going to be

writtenin a way to highlight passages treating them almost like chapters but they are more peppered

throughout. Still good reading.

I like this book, it has helped me understand how to talk about my faith and where the Church

teachings orginated in the Bible. It is well written in a very logical manner and speaks sensitively

and thoughtfully. It reads like a scholarly journal more than a preachy diatribe and I appreciate that. I

believe that someone who wants to know more about why the Catholic church does what it does

and believes what it believes will find this an enlightening and engaging book.

Exhilarating. A must read.

Patrick Madrid's book is a must for all Catholics who want to dig deeper into the basic tenets of our

faith. His writing style is lively and inspirational, and he really made me think deeply and differently

about the Bible passages he has selected. This book would be great to use in catechesis. He has

selected some of the most well known, beautiful and important verses from the Bible. These really

are the Bible verses every Catholic should know.



It is helpful to have a source where key scripture verses are available at one's fingertips.

Excellent Content, Excellent PriceCatholics tend to be less knowledgable about the Bible than other

Christians. This book helps to give a quick overview of verses that are useful in most instances.The

price is lower than that quoted elsewhere, so it's a doubly valuable purchase. The fact that it was

received in just days made it even more satisfactory.
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